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Pierre Cardin Calais Pen
113272

Timeless, classically designed brass ball pen with a silky 
smooth twist action and shiny chrome accents. The 
barrel is finished in the choice of lacquered black which 
engraves to a silver mirror finish or electroplated shiny 
chrome and matt silver which both engrave to a silver 
natural etch. Calais has a black large volume refill with 
4000 metres of German manufactured DOKUMENTAL 
ink and a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing 
quality. It features the Pierre Cardin logo tastefully 
engraved on the centre ring and can be presented in a 
velvet sleeve, a Pierre Cardin sleeve or a Pierre Cardin 
gift box, all of which are optional.

Pierre Cardin Montfort Pen
113262

Montfort is a true French classic masterpiece with an intoxicating 
design that is dominated by flowing curves. It has a precise 
twist action with a brass barrel which is finished in the choice 
of lacquered black which laser engraves to a brass finish or 
shiny chrome which laser engraves to a natural etch. The black 
large volume refill has 4000 metres of German manufactured 
DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten carbide ball for improved 
writing quality. Montfort has the Pierre Cardin logo tastefully 
engraved on the centre ring and can be presented in a velvet 
sleeve, a Pierre Cardin sleeve or a Pierre Cardin gift box, all of 
which are optional.

Pierre Cardin Evolution Pen
113265

Evolution is a triumph of contemporary design and classic 
French elegance. It has a silky smooth twist action and 
a lacquered brass barrel which is highlighted with shiny 
chrome accents. The black large volume refill has 4000 
metres of German manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a 
tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality. Evolution 
features the Pierre Cardin logo tastefully engraved on the 
centre ring and the barrel laser engraves to a silver mirror 
finish. It can be presented in a velvet sleeve, a Pierre Cardin 
sleeve or a Pierre Cardin gift box, all of which are optional.
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Pierre Cardin Lyon Pen
115843

Sophisticated brass ball pen with a silky smooth twist action 
and stunning electroplated finishes. The lower barrel features 
a subtle guilloche engraved pattern and the upper barrel laser 
engraves to a natural etch. It has a black large volume refill 
with 4000 metres of German manufactured DOKUMENTAL 
ink and a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality. 
Lyon features the Pierre Cardin logo tastefully engraved on 
the centre ring and clip. It can be presented in a velvet sleeve, 
a Pierre Cardin sleeve or a Pierre Cardin gift box, all of which 
are optional.

Pierre Cardin Lyon Pen 
  Corporate
115844

Sophisticated twist action brass ball pen which has been 
thoughtfully designed for corporate branding. The lower barrel 
features a subtle guilloche engraved pattern with elegant shiny 
chrome electroplating. The upper barrel is finished in polished 
white lacquer which offers the choice of multi-colour branding or 
laser engraving to a mirror finish that matches the lower barrel 
and accents. It has a black large volume refill with 4000 metres 
of German manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten 
carbide ball for improved writing quality. Lyon features the Pierre 
Cardin logo tastefully engraved on the centre ring and clip. It 
can be presented in a velvet sleeve, a Pierre Cardin sleeve or a 
Pierre Cardin gift box, all of which are optional.

Pierre Cardin Noblesse Pen
115150

Exceptional twist action brass ball pen that exhibits all the 
hallmarks of refined elegance. It has a finely tuned spring 
loaded clip and a superb lacquered finish. Noblesse has 
a black large volume refill with 4000 metres of German 
manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten carbide 
ball for improved writing quality. It laser engraves to a 
natural etch finish with the exception of the blue and black 
pens with silver accents which laser engrave to a silver 
mirror finish. The Pierre Cardin logo is tastefully engraved 
on the centre ring and clip. It can be presented in a velvet 
sleeve, a Pierre Cardin sleeve or a Pierre Cardin gift box, 
all of which are optional.
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Lamy Studio Pen
113801

Elegant twist action ball pen with the choice 
of a brushed stainless steel barrel and a heavy 
brass barrel with matt finishes. This stunning pen 
features a unique propeller inspired clip with 
matching shiny chrome accents. It has a black 
LAMY M16 refill with 8000 metres of writing ink 
and a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing 
quality. Studio is 100% made in Germany with the 
LAMY brand tastefully inscribed on the upper 
barrel and it is beautifully presented in a LAMY 
gift box. The stainless steel barrel laser engraves 
to a natural etch and the heavy brass barrel laser 
engraves to a mirror finish.

Lamy Studio Rolling
Ball Pen
113802

Elegant rolling ball pen which offers the choice of 
brushed stainless steel or heavy brass with matt 
finishes. This stunning pen features a unique propeller 
inspired clip with matching shiny chrome accents. 
It has a black LAMY M63 rolling ball refill with 750 
metres of smooth writing ink. Studio is 100% made 
in Germany with the LAMY brand tastefully inscribed 
on the upper barrel and it is beautifully presented 
in a LAMY gift box. The stainless steel barrel laser 
engraves to a natural etch and the heavy brass barrel 
laser engraves to a mirror finish.

Lamy Studio Pen Set
113803

A pen set of rare quality which bears all the hallmarks 
of the finest LAMY design and quality. It features a twist 
action ball pen and a rolling ball pen with the choice of 
brushed stainless steel or heavy brass with matt finishes. 
These stunning pens feature a unique propeller inspired 
clip with matching shiny chrome accents. The ball pen 
has a black LAMY M16 refill with 8000 metres of writing 
ink and a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing 
quality. The rolling ball pen has a black LAMY M63 rolling 
ball refill with 750 metres of smooth writing ink. Studio is 
100% made in Germany with the LAMY brand tastefully 
inscribed on the upper barrel of the ball pen and the 
cap of the rolling ball pen. Both pens are beautifully 
presented in a LAMY gift box. The stainless steel barrels 
laser engrave to a natural etch and the heavy brass barrel 
laser engraves to a mirror finish.
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  Brushed Steel
113795

Timeless retractable ball pen which is manufactured from 
the finest quality brushed stainless steel with with a finely 
tuned, spring loaded metal clip and matching shiny chrome 
accents. It has a black LAMY M16 refill with 8000 metres 
of writing ink and a tungsten carbide ball for improved 
writing quality. Logo is 100% made in Germany with the 
LAMY brand tastefully inscribed on the upper barrel and it 
is beautifully presented in a LAMY gift box. The barrel laser 
engraves to a natural etch.

Lamy Logo Pencil 
  Brushed Steel
113796

Timeless mechanical pencil which is manufactured from 
the finest quality brushed stainless steel with a finely tuned, 
spring loaded metal clip and matching shiny chrome accents. 
It has a 0.5mm LAMY M41 HB lead refill and the barrel laser 
engraves to a natural etch. Logo is 100% made in Germany 
with the LAMY brand tastefully inscribed on the upper barrel 
and it is beautifully presented in a LAMY gift box.

Lamy Logo Pen and Pencil Set
113797

Superb pen and pencil set featuring a brushed stainless steel retractable ball pen delightfully partnered with a matching 
mechanical pencil. Both have a finely tuned, spring loaded metal clip and matching shiny chrome accents. The ball pen has a 
black LAMY M16 refill with 8000 metres of writing ink and a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality. The pencil has a 
0.5mm LAMY M41 HB lead refill and both barrels laser engrave to a natural etch. Logo is 100% made in Germany with the LAMY 
brand tastefully inscribed on the upper barrel and the set is beautifully presented in a LAMY gift box.
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113798

Sublime retractable ball pen which is manufactured 
from the finest quality stainless steel with shiny chrome 
accents and a silky smooth push action. It has a black 
LAMY M16 refill with 8000 metres of writing ink and 
a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality. 
Econ is 100% made in Germany with the LAMY brand 
tastefully debossed on the clip and it is beautifully 
presented in a LAMY gift box. Econ laser engraves to a 
natural etch.

Lamy Logo Pen
113794

Timeless retractable ball pen which is manufactured 
from highly polished ABS plastic with a finely tuned, 
spring loaded metal clip and matching shiny chrome 
accents. It has a black LAMY M16 refill with 8000 
metres of writing ink and a tungsten carbide ball 
for improved writing quality. Logo is 100% made in 
Germany with the LAMY brand tastefully inscribed 
on the upper barrel and it is beautifully presented in 
a LAMY gift box.

Lamy Safari Pen
113793

Classic ball pen which is manufactured from highly 
polished ABS plastic with a design inspired metal 
spring loaded clip and a soft rubber push button. It 
has a black LAMY M16 refill with 8000 metres of writing 
ink and a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing 
quality. Safari is 100% made in Germany with the LAMY 
brand tastefully moulded in the upper barrel and it is 
beautifully presented in a LAMY gift box.



Statesman Pen
108750 - Statesman Ball Pen
108749 - Statesman Rolling Ball Pen
108792 - Statesman Gift Set

Luxury matching ball pen and rolling ball pen which are 
available individually or as a premium gift boxed set. 
Individually they can be presented in an optional black velvet 
sleeve or a gift box. The ball pen has a lacquered upper barrel, 
a genuine carbon fibre lower barrel and shiny chrome accents. 
It has a black TRENDS large volume refill with 1800 metres 
of German manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten 
carbide ball for improved writing quality. The rolling ball pen 
has a lacquered cap, a genuine carbon fibre barrel and shiny 
chrome accents. It has a black rolling ball refill with 1500 
metres of writing ink. The upper barrel of the ball pen and the 
cap of the rolling ball pen laser engraves to a mirror finish.
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Swiss Peak Heritage Pen
116497 - Swiss Peak Heritage Ballpoint Pen
116496 - Swiss Peak Heritage Rollerball Pen
116495 - Swiss Peak Heritage Pen Gift Set

Precision Swiss Peak Heritage ball pen and rolling ball pen 
which are presented individually in a smart Swiss Peak sleeve. 
They can also be presented together in a Swiss Peak gift box. 
The pens are manufactured from lacquer finished brass and 
have shiny chrome accents. Both pens have a blue refill with 
1200 metres of German manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink. 
They laser engrave to a brass finish and have subtle Swiss Peak 
branding on the centre ring and cap.
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Andromeda Pen
100965

Twist action ball pen with a genuine carbon fibre 
barrel and shiny chrome accents. It has a blue 
TRENDS large volume refill with 3000 metres of 
German manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a 
tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality. 
Black ink is available for an additional charge. 
Andromeda can be presented in an optional black 
velvet sleeve or a gift box.

Monarch Pen
110827

Superior twist action brass ball pen with a patterned 
lower barrel, a smart electroplated metal finish and 
shiny chrome accents. It has a black large volume 
refill with 4000 metres of German manufactured 
DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten carbide ball for 
improved writing quality. Monarch laser engraves to 
a natural etch and it can be presented in an optional 
velvet sleeve or a gift box.

Supreme Pen
107045

Twist action brass ball pen with a lacquered barrel and 
shiny chrome accents. It has a black TRENDS large 
volume refill with 3000 metres of German manufactured 
DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten carbide ball for 
improved writing quality. Blue ink is available for an 
additional charge and the upper barrel laser engraves to 
a mirror finish. Supreme can be presented in an optional 
velvet sleeve or a gift box.



Ambassador Pen
109989

Twist action brass ball pen which has a lacquered barrel 
and shiny chrome accents. It has a black large volume refill 
with 1600 metres of writing ink and a tungsten carbide ball 
for improved writing quality. Blue ink is available for an 
additional charge and it laser engraves to a mirror finish. 
Ambassador can be presented in an optional velvet sleeve 
or a gift box.

Belmont Pen
110828

Refined twist action brass ball pen with a unique three 
dimensional etched pattern on the barrel and a smart 
electroplated finish. It has a black large volume refill with 4000 
metres of German manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a 
tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality. Belmont laser 
engraves to a natural etch on one side of the upper barrel and it 
can be presented in an optional velvet sleeve or a gift box.
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Valencia Pen
105590

Retractable brass ball pen with a lacquered barrel, a soft 
rubber grip and shiny chrome accents. It has a black 
TRENDS large volume refill with 3000 metres of German 
manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten 
carbide ball for improved writing quality. Blue ink is 
available for an additional charge and the barrel laser 
engraves to a brass finish. Valencia can be presented in 
an optional black velvet sleeve or a gift box.

Sovereign Pen
113589

Ornate twist action ball pen which has a comfortable 
leather look PU lower barrel with a smart stitched finish. 
It has a brass upper barrel and a spring loaded metal 
clip. The upper barrel, clip, centre ring and tip are 
finished with shiny chrome plating. Sovereign has a blue 
TRENDS large volume refill with 1800 metres of German 
manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten carbide 
ball for improved writing quality. The upper barrel 
laser engraves to a natural etch and Sovereign can be 
presented in an optional black velvet sleeve or a gift box.

Cambridge Pen
110829

Exceptional twist action brass ball pen with a smart 
electroplated finish and decorative guilloche engraved 
lines on the lower barrel. It has a black large volume 
refill with 4000 metres of German manufactured 
DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten carbide ball for 
improved writing quality. Cambridge can be presented in 
an optional velvet sleeve or a gift box.



Supreme Wood Pen
114975

Twist action maple wood ball pen with shiny 
chrome accents. It has a black Cross style refill 
with 800 metres of writing ink and a tungsten 
carbide ball for improved writing quality. The 
upper and lower barrel laser engrave to a natural 
etch and it can be presented in an optional velvet 
sleeve or a gift box. Wood is a natural material 
which produces unavoidable variances in the grain 
pattern, colour and branding.

Heritage Rimu Wood Pen
107031

Twist action ball pen which is manufactured from 
genuine New Zealand rimu wood with shiny chrome 
accents. It has a black Cross style refill with 800 
metres of writing ink and it can be presented in an 
optional black velvet sleeve or a gift box. Wood 
is a natural material which produces unavoidable 
variances in the grain pattern, colour and branding.
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Exocet Flash Drive Ball Pen
107697

Twist action brass ball pen with a stylus for use with touch screens and 
a 4GB flash drive which has a USB 2.0 interface. It has a black refill 
with 500 metres of writing ink and the barrel laser engraves to a mirror 
finish. Data uploading, a black velvet sleeve and a gift box are all 
available on request.

Concord Multi Function Pen
112119

Precision twist action, multi-function aluminium ball pen. It has a 
stylus for use with touch screens which can be used on either end 
of the pen. Concord also has a ruler with both metric and imperial 
measurements, a spirit level and two screwdrivers inside the upper 
barrel. It has a black TRENDS refill with 400 metres of German 
manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten carbide ball for 
improved writing quality. Concord laser engraves to an oxidised 
white colour and can be presented in an optional black velvet 
sleeve or a gift box.
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